SOLUTION

First Dahua LED Screen
Project in Azerbaijan Applied
in ADA University

42 m2 PHSA1.6-MH indoor ﬁne pixel LED screens from Dahua

oﬀering operation and after-sales training to both distributor

Technology were seamlessly spliced and installed at the

and staﬀ of ADA University.

multimedia classroom of ADA University. The solution features
single control chip with only one IC. The product adopts
spread spectrum VFE technology to achieve higher refresh
rate, while its wide color range provides excellent high
restoration and color uniformity. It can also achieve high
contrast, low failure rate and low light reduction. With wide
current regulation technology, the brightness of the LED

Location

screens can be adjusted within 50-800 nits without losing gray

Azerbaijan

levels, which is applicable in diﬀerent environments. A
centralized power supply was also deployed to lower power

Industry

consumption.

Education

In addition to providing the devices, staﬀ from Dahua Delivery

Products

Department were also responsible for on-site installation,

PHSA1.6-MH indoor ﬁne pixel LED screen

RESULT
The customer was very satisﬁed with the successful delivery of the project. The students of ADA University can now enjoy vivid and

Dahua Technology has a professional technical team, which provides us
with high-quality service. We are very satisﬁed with Dahua Technology’s products. The professional training provided to us is very helpful for our operation
and maintenance. We believe that we will continue to cooperate with Dahua
Technology in the future.

colorful videos and images through the LED screen, bringing a pleasant viewing experience for teachers and students.
As the ﬁrst LED screen project in Azerbaijan, Dahua Technology’s complete solution and excellent service from pre-sales to after-sales
greatly impressed the customer, and they expressed their desire to choose Dahua Technology in their other similar projects in the
future.
“Dahua Technology has a professional technical
team, which provides us with high-quality service.

Alekberov Mukhdar, Electrical Engineer of ADA University

We are very satisﬁed with Dahua Technology’s
products. The professional training provided to us
is very helpful for our operation and maintenance.
We believe that we will continue to cooperate
with Dahua Technology in the future,” said
Alekberov Mukhdar, Electrical Engineer of ADA

BACKGROUND

University.

Established by the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan, ADA

construction of a new teaching building in 2017. Its multime-

University is a state higher education institution engaged in the

dia classroom required 40 square meters of LED screens to

delivery of undergraduate and graduate degree programs in

provide students with advanced and modern teaching

addition to research advancement. The university started the

equipment.

* Design and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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